The insurance industry has been hit hard by recent business and economic disruptions—upending historically reliable risk models.

But these events also revealed opportunities to boost profitability and efficiency by accelerating operations maturity—from driving broad scale transformation with remote working models and benefiting from cloud operations to increasing digital customer acquisitions.

So, how can you pick up the pace?

Move to a future-ready operations that bring together business, technology, processes, data and people.

Using Accenture’s SynOps platform, we fast-track your move to data-driven operations across lines of business:

Group and voluntary benefits, shorten time to onboard new group and voluntary benefits customers.

Life and annuity, enable quicker life insurance underwriting decisions;

Property and casualty, pay personal lines claims faster;

A leading insurance company is transforming how work gets done to boost their productivity by nearly 50%.

Unifying insurance operations across business, technology, processes, data, and people, reinvents how you work, and multiplies the value you deliver.

Become future-ready with a total approach to transforming operations and take your organization further, faster.